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Abstract— Due to the close relationship between object detection
and image understanding, it has attracted a lot of research
attention in recent years. Driven by deep learning, the problem
of object detection has been developed rapidly, especially in
natural scenes, there have been a series of breakthroughs, but
the progress in remote sensing images has been slow. Due to the
fact that the detection object of the aerial image is generally
small, the object may be rotated in the picture, and the detection
instance is large in magnitude. As a result, the existing object
detection algorithm directly used in the aerial images object
detection effect is not ideal. This article first introduces several
popular object detection algorithms and analyzes the
characteristics of each algorithm. Secondly, the characteristics
of the aerial images data set are introduced, and the existing
aerial images object detection algorithms are analyzed and
summarized. Finally, discuss the existing problems and some
insights on future object detection work.
Index Terms—Deep Learning; Object Detection; Aerial
Images.

I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is a challenging and important problem in
the field of computer vision. The function of traditional
hand-made object detection methods will limit the ability of
representation and cannot provide the required accuracy. The
object detection method based on deep learning has entered
people's field of vision and achieved unexpected results. The
application of current object detection algorithms in natural
scenes, such as face recognition and vehicle detection, has
made breakthrough progress, but the progress in aerial images
has been relatively slow. Due to the large scale and diverse
types of aerial images, and there are relatively few aerial
image data sets with good annotations, the direct application
of existing object detection algorithms to aerial images is not
ideal.
The object detection of aerial images has great practical
value in both civil and military fields, and it plays an
important role in traffic control, emergency rescue and other
fields. In some applications, there are high requirements for
the speed and accuracy of aerial image recognition. The
existing object detection directly used for aerial image
recognition obviously does not meet our requirements, so
aerial images based on deep learning object recognition
technology has become the focus of computer vision research
at home and abroad. This article will focus on analyzing the
specific direction of the existing aerial image object detection,
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and provide ideas for improving the speed and accuracy in the
future

II. REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
A. Existing object detection methods
The current object detection methods based on deep
learning are mainly divided into two stage and one stage
object detection algorithms. The former is based on the
candidate region method, using neural networks for sample
classification, such as R-CNN[1], SPP-Net[2], Fast
R-CNN[3], Faster R-CNN[4], etc. The latter directly converts
the problem of object frame positioning into regression
problem processing, such as the YOLO [5]series algorithm
and the SSD[6] algorithm.
In 2014, Girshick R et al. [1] combined Region Proposal
and CNN for the first time, and proposed the R-CNN
algorithm, which achieved unexpected performance effects.
In 2015, Girshick R et al. [3] improved the R-CNN algorithm
and added Region of Interest (ROI) on the original basis.
Softmax replaced the SVM used by R-CNN for classification
to achieve end-to-end detection, called Fast R- CNN. In 2017,
Ren S et al. [4] proposed to add the Faster R-CNN algorithm
of the Region Proposal Network (RPN) to the Fast R-CNN
algorithm to further improve the speed and ensure the
accuracy.
In 2015, Redmon J et al. [5] proposed the YOLO (You
Only Look Once) algorithm, which uses DarkNet as a
separate neural network for feature detection to complete the
output from the image input to the object location and
category information. In 2016, Liu W et al. [6] proposed SSD
(Single Shot MultiBox Detector) to extract multi-scale
features.

Fig 1.Structure of two-stage object detection algorithm

B. Datasets
For deep learning, the choice of data set is very important.
For a specific object detection task such as aerial images,
using current public image data sets (such as MSCOCO [7]
and VOC [8]) for training is not ideal. Aerial images have the
following characteristics: 1. The instances in the images are of
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larger order of magnitude, and the resolution of aerial images
is higher compared to ordinary data sets. 2. Objects in aerial
images often appear in arbitrary positions, and the object
itself may rotate. 3. The scale of the object in the aerial image
varies greatly, most of which are small objects, and the
detection is difficult.
In order to solve the above problems, in view of the
characteristics of aerial images, aerial image data sets are
proposed, UCAS-AOD [9] data sets, images are collected in
Google Earth, and are used for object detection of vehicles
and aircraft. The CARPK [10] data set is used for vehicle
detection and counting detection, which contains nearly
90,000 vehicles. VEDAI (Vehicle Detection in Aerial
Imagery) [11] data set is used for various types of vehicle
detection. The DOTA [12] data set is a large-scale data set
specially used for aerial image object detection. It contains
2806 aerial images, including 15 categories such as plane,
ship, storage tank, and tennis court.
C. Aerial image object detection algorithm
For the difficulty of aerial image data sets, combined with
the current application of deep learning-based object
detection algorithms in natural scenes, it provides a lot of
ideas for aerial image object detection. Many studies have
proposed improved algorithms and achieved significant
results. This article will analyze some representative methods.
The following is an introduction to related literature.
The number of instances in aerial images is large, the
resolution is high, and the object distribution is uneven. The
processing cost of directly detecting these images is very high.
Therefore, the first task is to reduce the cost of object search.
There are many algorithms to improve efficiency from this
perspective. Yang F et al. [13] proposed an end-to-end
clustering detection framework (ClusDet) that combines
object clustering and detection. The key components in
ClusDet include a cluster proposal network (CPNet), a scale
estimation network (ScaleNet), and a dedicated detection
network (DetecNet). Given an input image, CPNet generates
a object cluster area, and ScaleNet estimates the object scale
of the cluster area. Then, the normalized cluster area of each
scale is input into DetecNet for object detection. The
experiments on the data sets of VisDrone, UA VDT, and
DOTA show that ClusDet not only improves the efficiency of
detection operation, but also improves detection accuracy.
Uzkent B et al. [14] combined reinforcement learning and
convolutional neural networks to detect small objects in large
images. The task of reinforcement learning is to efficiently
find small objects in the image. The algorithm first conducts a
rough search on the image, first divides the image into
sub-pictures of the same size, and calculates their respective
gains after enlargement. Next is the fine search, further search
optimization of the selected sub-pictures, and finally decide
which sub-pictures to enlarge. The experimental results on the
xView data set show that, while maintaining the detection
accuracy, the operating efficiency is increased by 50%, and
the high resolution time is only 30%.
Because aerial images are taken at high altitude, objects in
the image may appear in any position and direction. Even the
same type of objects have different shapes in the image. This
makes the task of object detection more difficult. Some
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research on improved algorithms Specifically to solve this
problem. Ma J et al. [15] proposed to add angle parameters on
the basis of the Faster R-CNN algorithm, generate an anchor
frame with angle information, and obtain a candidate region
RRPN (Rotation Region Proposal Networks) that can have
any direction, thereby using the rotated candidate region to
perform Detection. Although this method improves the
accuracy of object detection, it greatly increases the amount
of calculation due to the generation of more rotating anchor
frames. Jian Ding et al. [16] proposed a supervised rotating
ROI, which uses a horizontal anchor frame, which is obtained
through fully connected learning in the RPN stage. Under the
supervision and annotation of OBB (Oriented Bounding Box),
the ROI is spatially transformed and RT (ROI-Transformer) is
learned, and then rotation invariant features are extracted
from the rotating ROI for subsequent object classification and
position regression. The algorithm is in DOTA And the
detection performance on the HRSC data set has been
significantly improved.

Fig 2.Horizontal v.s. Rotated RoI warping

Lin Y et al. [17] designed Feature Pyramid Networks
(FPN), which realized the fusion of more detailed
bottom-level features with rich semantic information. The
FPN algorithm uses the intranet feature pyramid instead of the
feature image pyramid, which greatly reduces the amount of
calculation and solves the problem of inconsistency between
training and testing time. Yang X et al. [18] used dense
connections in DenseNet for the FPN algorithm, and
combined dense connections and horizontal connections in a
top-down network to improve the resolution characteristics.
Wang J et al. [19] used an improved Inception module to
replace the horizontal connection in FPN to improve speed
and accuracy. Although the addition of the FPN module
improves the effect of aerial image object detection, it reduces
the speed of the algorithm. In general, it is not an ideal object
detection method, and the speed needs to be improved. Yu X
et al. [20] changed their thinking, added training samples
under the existing algorithm, adjusted the scale of these
training samples, and proposed a scale matching method to
make it similar in scale to the statistical attributes of the object
data set (TinyPerson), which improves object detection
efficiency for small objects in complex backgrounds.
However, this algorithm has very strict requirements on the
data set, and cannot achieve general applicability. For the
problem that most of the aerial images are small objects and
difficult to detect, whether it is from the model itself,
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combining the module with FPN to improve the algorithm, or
from the perspective of the existing data set, improving the
quality of training is practical.

Fig 3.Pyramid structure in computer vision

III. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Aerial image object detection is widely used in disaster
prediction, urban planning, and military. Although existing
algorithms have achieved good detection results, there is still
much room for improvement. The aerial image itself has a
large order of magnitude, the object is rotated, and the object
is small, which increases the difficulty of detection. Most of
the algorithms are based on existing detection methods and
add new modules and networks, which increase the
limitations of detection and make it difficult to deal with
complex aerial images. This paper summarizes the research
results of deep learning in aerial image object detection, and
analyzes the results obtained in this field. object detection
algorithms in aerial images still face many challenges. We can
try to combine deep learning methods with other methods to
improve the effect of aerial image object detection.
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